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ABSTRACT.
For a class of quantum dynamical semigroups, we prove
that the scattering matrix on the space of trace class operators exists and
can be uniquely decomposed as the sum of an elastic and an inelastic part,
which are separately positive.
-

pour une classe de semi-groupes dynala
matrice
de diffusion existe sur l’espace des opemiques quantiques, que
rateurs a trace et peut etre decomposee de façon unique en somme d’une
partie elastique et d’une partie inelastique, dont chacune est positive.

RESUME.

-

On

demontre,

1. INTRODUCTION

This note continues the investigation of the mathematical framework
for dissipative scattering in terms of quantum dynamical semigroups [1] ]
[2]] [3 ]. This description can be applied to the phenomenon of dissipative
heavy-ion collision, or to the scattering and capture of a neutron by a
complex nucleux [7]- [4 ]. In this approach, the relevant degrees of freedom
are treated as an open system; by elimination of the other degrees of freedom
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and use of the Markov approximation, one arrives at a reduced description
of the dynamics of the open system by means of a quantum dynamical

semigroup.
Let ~f be the Hilbert space associated with the open system, and let
be the space of trace class operators on ~f, equipped with the trace norm 11.111’
We compare a « free » and an « interacting » evolution on
given by
a strongly continuous one-parameter group

and

by

a

dynamical semigroup

respectively. By « dynamical semigroup » [5]] [6]we mean here a strongly
continuous one-parameter semigroup of completely positive contractions
we are not assuming that tr (Atp)=tr ( p) for all p in
on
In (1.1), Ho is a self-adjoint operator in ~f. The domain
is contained in dom

(Lo),

and

We shall often denote - iHo by Ko.
We assume that the dynamical semigroup (1.2) is obtained as follows.
Let K be the generator of a strongly continuous contraction semigroup
be linear operators such that
on Jf, let Bn: dom (K) ~
1, 2,
=

...,

for all cp in dom (K). Let D

It has been shown

{ At : t E IR + }

on

by

=

lin {

(

Davies [7] that there exists
such that

E

a

dom (K)}, and let

dynamical semigroup

which can be canonically constructed with the method of the minimal
solution. In the following, we shall denote by L the extension of (1.5)
which is the generator
exists for all 03C1 in
Suppose that
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and all ~p in ~f. Then one
tive contraction S on

can

-
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easily prove that there is a completely posisuch that

for all p in
and all ~p in ~ ; S is called the scattering matrix, or the
S-matrix. Conditions for the existence of S in terms of wave operators
and Cook’s criterion may be found in [3 ], see also [2 ]. Similarly, assume that

exists for all ~ ~ in Jf, then Q is a contraction on ~f. See
conditions.
We decompose the scattering matrix S as

[8] ] [9 ] for existence

then Q Q* and T represent the elastic and the inelastic part of the scattering
matrix respectively [1] ] [10 ]. In order for this decomposition to be meaningful, it is necessary that T is positive (Q-Q* is obviously completely positive) and that the decomposition is unique in some sense. In Section 2
we prove that T is indeed completely positive, and in Section 3 we prove
the uniqueness of the decomposition, subject to physically motivated
conditions. Finally, in Section 4 we prove the existence of Sand Q for a
class of dynamical semigroups whose generators are unbounded perturbations of Lo.
2. POSITIVITY OF THE LNELASTIC PART
OF THE S-MATRIX
The inelastic part of the

scattering matrix,

defined

by

when Sand Q exist, is easily shown to be completely positive when L is
bounded perturbation of Lo. Here we prove that T is completely positive
also in the situation described in the Introduction.

a

THEOREM 1.

-

be the minimal solution

corres-

ponding
expression L of the form (1. 5); suppose that both limits (1. 7)
and (1.8) exist. Then T, given by (2.1), is completely positive.
~’roof. 2014 Since the weak limit of a bounded family of completely positive maps is completely positive, and since eL0s is completely positive for all
real s, it suffices to prove that eLt - eL1t is completely positive for all
to an

where

Vol.
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proof of this fact is based on the construction of the minimal solution.
given by Davies in [7].
By the assumptions made in the Introduction, the map
The

defined

on

(1

-

positive contraction A~,

then

L1

+ J is

an

extension

K*)’B

can

for all A

&#x3E;

be extended to
0. We put

a

completely

of (1. 5) to dom (L1). By definition, the minimal

solution is given by

the resolvent

By

expansion,

we

have, for ;

&#x3E;

0, 0

where the series converges in norm. Since A~ and (~ 2014
positive, it follows from (2.6) that the maps

are completely positive. Then,
pletely positive, and the same

3.

Although

UNIQUENESS
L is

for 0 r 1, t ~ R+, e(L1 + rJ)t holds for eLt -

r

1,

L1)-1 are completely

eL1t is

com-

OF THE DECOMPOSITION

given by ( 1. 5)

in

an

explicitly decomposed form

decomposition is not unique. For example, it is possible to add
~in to the operators Bn and redefine K at the same time, in such
a way that L remains unchanged, see [7~]. This arbitrariness might seem
to affect the decomposition of the S-matrix into an elastic and an inelastic

the

constants

part.

However, the condition of the existence of both limits (1.7) and (1.8)
should restrict the arbitrariness in the decomposition of L, and it might
l’Institut Henri Poincaré-Section A
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turn out that the elastic and inelastic

they

part of S

are

-
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uniquely defined,

when

exist.

unable to prove a direct connexion between existence and uniofQ
and T
S - Q Q*, but in Theorem 2 we prove the uniqueness
queness
of the decomposition of L (hence of S) under conditions which are physically very close to the existence of both Sand SZ. Related results have been
proved by Davies in [10 ].
We say that a linear operator K in ~f is a dissipator for the dynamical
if K is the generator of a strongly continuous contracsemigroup eLr on
tion semigroup on
and K and L are related as in ( 1. 5).
We assume that there exists a dense linear manifold H0 in :Yt, contained
in dom (Ko), and a one-parameter unitary group {Us:s E [R } on H,
leaving dom (Ko) globally invariant. In practical applications, when
H
and Ko
might be the linear span of Gaussians, and US might be the group of space translations in some direction,
or also the free evolution eK0s itself.
We

are

=

=

=

THEOREM 2.

-

Let

~fo. { U, : ~ e )R }

Then there exists at most

for

all ~

one

dissipator

K

be

as

above. Assume that

for {eLt : t ~ R+}

such that

in

~’roo.f: 2014 Let K1, K2 be dissipators for
is contained in Dt
for all p in D we have
=

satisfying (3.3).
E

dom (KJ

}

Then

for i

=

1, 2, and

where
n
1, 2, ... , i = 1, 2, are as in the Introduction.
Let ~, ({J be arbitrary vectors in Jeo and in dom (Ko)
=

respectively, and put

then p5 is in
Vol.

XXXVIII,

Do for

n° 2-1983.

all real s,

by

the

assumptions

made

on

_~o and

on

US .
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Comparing both decompositions of Lps as in (3 . 5), we obtain, for all s in f~,

K1 ~ K2 and (3 . 3) holds, we may choose ~p in dom (Ko) such that the
is of norm one. Acting on ç with (3 . 7), and adding
vector ç = (K1 and subtracting a term
( ~ ~ we obtain, for all s in [R,
If

If

K11 and K2 satisfy (3 . 4),

hence also, for all

we

have, for

~=~)(~,~e

where Lip
Kip + pK*, i 1, 2,
If also L satisfies (3.2), we have, for
=

where

we

have used

in

=

pEDo
all 03C8 in

D1

(3.2) and (3.10). Now, for ~

in

n

D2 .

we

have
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oo in (3 . 8) and by using (3 . 9), (3.11),
(s E ~, i 1, 2). Then by letting s
in ~o, a contradiction. We conclude that
(3 .12), we obtain ~ 0 for
Kl = K2. tt
when Us is the
In applications to the case ~f
Remark.
conditions
in
some
translations
of
direction,
(3.2) and (3.4)
space
group
at large disK
L
the
of
the
Ko
Lo,
perturbations
vanishing
express
conditions (3.2)
tance. When US is taken to be the free evolution
and (3.4) are related to Cook’s criterion for the existence of the wave ope~

=

=

=

-

rators

and

4. EXISTENCE OF THE SCATTERING MATRIX

proof of the existence of the scattering matrix for a class of
quantum dynamical semigroups which includes the simple model of
heavy-ion collision of [3]] [4 ].
We assume that the expression (1.5) defining L contains only finitely
1, ... , N, and that dom (Ho) is contained in the domain
many Bn, n
of all operators K, K*, Bn, B~ ~
1, ... , N. We assume also that there
exists a dense linear manifold H0 in H, contained in dom (Ho), such that
the following functions of t are integrable on [0, (0) for all 03C8 in
We

give

a

=

=

Remark. 2014 Integrability of the first quantity in (4.2) follows from that
of the first one in (4.1) by means of (1.4). We are indebted to the referee
for this observation.

Under the above assumptions, the scattering matrix S
T(Jf) and the scattering matrix Q on ~f exist.
Proof 2014 By Cook’s criterion, the integrability of the functions (4.1)
implies the existence of the wave operators
THEOREM 3.

-

on

on H ; then Q
M*2M1. Similarly, it follows from the
the functions (4.1) and (4.2) that
=

Vol. XXXVIII, n° 2-1983.

integrability

of
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for all p in the dense domain
wave

=

lin {

p,

~ E ~o ~ ;

then the

operator

exists on
we

Do

(cf. [3 ], Propositions

1 and 2). In order to conclude the proof,

must show that also

Do,

for all a in

where ~ .~~ denotes

the operator

norm:

then the

wave

operator
exists

map from the space C(~f) of compact operators on ~f to the
space B(~f) of all bounded operators on ~f; then S
[3 ].
The proof of (4. 6) from the assumptions on the functions (4.1) and (4.2)
is easy (cf. [3 ], Proposition 2), provided one shows preliminarly that
~ ) ~ ! : cp, ~ E dom (Ho) } ;2 Do is contained in dom (L*)
Do
and that
as a

=

=

While « formally obvious », (4. 8) must be proved, since the domain of L
is not given explicitly. We give the proof in two Lemmas. The assumptions
made in the beginning of this Section will be understood.
LEMMA 4.

Do ~ dom

-

(J*)

Let J :
and

Proof - We have J

=

dom (L1)

-~

be defined

A1(1 - L 1 ), where A 1

by (2 . 4).

is the contraction

Then

on

which extends the map

defined on a dense domain. By assumption, dom (Ho)
Then, for all a in Do, the expression

~

dom (B~) for all

n.
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is

a

well defined operator in
tr

[ap

which proves

and
for all

]

Since A 1 is a contraction, this
that a is in dom
and
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II

-

p in

implies A i a

=

a

dense domain.

a. It is clear from (4.10)

(4.9). II

LEMMA 5.
Let { eLt : ~e [R~ } be the minimal solution corresponding
Then
(1. 5).
Do ~ dom (L*) and (4.8) holds.
2014
The
Proof
right-hand side of (4.8) is well defined for a in Do since
dom (Ho) ~ dom (K*) n dom (B~) for all n. We must prove that
-

to

in Do. Since dom (L 1) is dense in
for all p in
and { eLt: t
it
suffices to prove that
is a strongly continuous contraction semigroup,
in
holds
for
(4 .11 )
all p dom (L1).
r
Let a be in Do, p in dom(L1). For 0
1, let

By definition of the minimal solution,

uniformly

on

4,

we

In the limit

uniformly

and

proves
Vol.

~

1, (4.12) tends

compacts in

(4.11), taking into

XXXVIII,

=

K*a + aK for all a in

Do. Using also

obtain

as r

on

have

compacts in t.

Clearly, Do c
Lemma

we

n° 2-1983.

t.

to

Hence 2014/(~)=
.f ( ) t for all
dt

account Lemma 4.

t

in

f~ +

which

jt
8
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The result of Theorem 3
lision of [3 ]- [4 ]. Thereof

=

can

be

L 2(~3),

applied

to the model of

heavy-ion

col-

and

where

and where

We

assume

that

Then K - Ko is relatively bounded with respect to Ko
iHo with
relative bound smaller than 1 (use [77], p. 302), and K is the generator of
a strongly continuous contraction semi group onjf, with dom (K)= dom (Ko )
( [11 ], p. 500). Similarly, dom (K*)=dom (Ko) and also the operators Bn,
1, 2, 3, are well defined on dom (Ko).
Assuming moreover that
=

-

=

one can prove the existence of Sand Q. The linear manibe taken to be the linear span of Gaussians, and the integrability of the functions (4.1), (4.2) can be shown with the usual methods
( [11 ], p. 535). Note also that the assumptions of Theorem 2 concerning
uniqueness of the decomposition are satisfied.

as

I xI

fold

~

oo,

can
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